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Effortlessly cool and extremely
comfortable, the Zoe is best known
for its subtle curves and plush
seating. Perfect for floating in a
space, welt detail frames the outside. 
H: 36" x W: 92" x D: 40"

The Carly swivel chair is dressed in
Nebula Glow. This season we turn
our attention to warm color palettes
and sleek silhouettes. We expanded
our 2022 collection to offer a
multitude of choices that m
H: 33" x W: 35" x D: 33"

The Vesper sectional perfectly
balances minimal design with
traditional comfort. Ample depth and
a simple wood base give this
statement piece a hint of California
cool. 

The Draper chair ’s sleek silhouette is
wrapped in our new hair-on-hide,
Salted Pepper. 
H: 40" x W: 29" x D: 36"

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/hw3z8quie8xwhjh/AADaLYMsG-VdSryQx6ic_-B4a?dl=0
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Established in 1963, Dallas-based, family-owned upholstery manufacturer Massoud has built a solid reputation by offering top quality designs,
exceptional value, quick delivery and dependable service. With virtually unlimited customization options, the line includes a wide range of sofa,
loveseat, chair, bench and other frames, 1200+ fabrics in fresh patterns, dramatic colors and textures, a tremendous selection of luxurious
leathers and hundreds of design details. 

This season we turn our attention to warm color palettes and sleek silhouettes. We expanded our 2022 collection to offer a multitude of choices
that make a haven uniquely yours. Our new assortment of meticulously sourced textiles introduces texture, color, and pattern with movement.
Organic shapes and abstract motifs are the defining features of this season’s design aesthetic.
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